
 
 

Policies up for Amendment 

 _________________________________________________________________________________ 

1. The SU should lobby for The University of Manchester/Residential Services to provide 

secure, locked bicycle storage facilities in halls of residence 

 

There are currently no secure bicycle storage facilities in halls, in accordance with the 

decision of UoM to remove locks from the existing structures following a disagreement with 

a student over a year ago. As a direct result of this, there have been many instances of 

students’ bikes being stolen despite emails from students asking those involved to fix this.   

 

In addition to there being no locks on these facilities, there is no CCTV or any other security 

features either; in essence this provides thieves with a free-reign to use advanced 

mechanical methods to break through the most durable locks on the market, thus rendering 

all of the university-endorsed bike schemes useless. 

 

I believe that this is wholly unacceptable for two main reasons. Primarily, as the university 

continues to promote sustainable travel and looks increasingly to bicycles as the healthy, 

green option, there needs to be infrastructure in place to make sure that this is effective and 

safe as well as allowing students to benefit from the greatly-heralded Oxford Road bike 

lanes. Secondly, crime and specifically bike-theft is on the rise and UoM/Residences are 

taking the bare minimum action to prevent this, shifting all of the blame onto the students. 

Therefore it is paramount that the Students’ Union can support students on this issue by 

working with Halls of Residences  and the University of Manchester to provide better 

facilities to lower the risk of crime and safeguard students who face the cost if their bike gets 

stolen. 

       

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. The Students' Union should create both a LGBQ and trans students’ committee, starting in 

the academic year of 17/18 

 

The Union believes: 

- The voices of LGBT+ students are important to the SU, yet widely unheard as a result of low 

engagement with the union. 

- Currently, there are two LGBQ officers and two Trans student officers 

- LGBT+ students should be given more opportunity to share their thoughts and ideas on 

issues affecting them outside of four part-time officers’ roles. 

- The creation of two committees that lead, scrutinize, and support the work of both the 

trans and LGBQ students' campaign will work to solve this problem. 

 



 
 

The Union resolves: 

- To create a trans students' committee, chaired by the two trans officers, consisting of the 

following positions: 

Ace Representative  

Intersex Representative 

BME Representative x2 

Disabled Representative 

Women’s (open) Representative 

Women's (experiences transmisogyny) Representative 

Non-binary Representative 

Open Place 

Only members who self-identify with each section can stand for the associated positions. 

- To also create a LGBQ students' committee, chaired by the two LGBQ officers, consisting of 

the following positions: 

Ace Representative 

Lesbian Representative 

Bi Representative 

Trans Representative 

Disabled Representative 

International Representative 

Post grad Representative 

Women's Representative x2 

BME Representative x2 

Open Place x2 

Only members who self-identify with each section can stand for the associated positions. 

- Each representative will be elected at the same time as the part time officers. 

- Candidates running for LGBQ and trans officer positions should be encouraged to also run 

for committee positions. 

- If positions are unfilled, committees should have the option to co-opt students in to the 

approval of a two-thirds majority. 

- Students will be able to sit on both committees. 

- Committees will meet at least once per term. 

- Committee members will not have voting places at Senate, but will feed into the Diversity 

and Liberation committee. 

  



 
 

 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. The Students' Union should lobby for the introduction of a disposable cup tax of 20p per 

cup in all food and drink outlets on campus, when the new re-usable cup system starts in 

September 

 

Hundreds of thousands of disposable coffee cups are thrown away every day in the UK. 

Given our current position in the People & Planet University Sustainability League (we rank 

110th out of 150 UK universities), the issue of disposable cups seems to be one problem 

with a relatively easy solution. 

 

FoodOnCampus are already working on a new cup scheme that will be brought out in 

September, with a differently branded re-usable cup to be used across all food outlets on 

campus to tackle this issue of disposable coffee cup wastage. Having spoken to one of the 

leaders of this project, it was decided that what was needed to push this project forward 

was student support, especially backing for the idea of a cup tax to be applied to every 

disposable cup bought at any outlet on campus. 

 

If we can apply this tax not only to the SU Cafe but to all food and drink outlets on campus 

we are looking at drastically reducing the number of disposable cups thrown away every 

day. If this scheme is successful, the university could look into broadening the scheme to 

include independent and chain coffee outlets in Manchester city.  

 

2.5 disposable cups thrown away every year is not acceptable. 

 
 _________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. The Students' Union should lobby for the building of more 'Green Walls' on University 

buildings 

 

City of Trees has done extensive research for the university into buildings suitable for green 

walls, yet no action has yet been carried out by the university to implement these changes, 

the main reason being the lack of funding. 

 

Given the Social Responsibility policy at Manchester University, which unquestionably 

extends to environmental responsibility, this 'lack of funding' is not good enough. The new 

renovation of the SU looks to include a green wall, or green roof, on the extension above the 

SU bar - we must not only set an example, but lobby the university to invest more money in 

environmentally friendly innovations. 


